Abstract—Variable-latency designs may improve the performance of those circuits in which the worst-case delay paths are infrequently activated. **Telescopic units** emerged as a scheme to automatically synthesize variable-latency circuits. In this paper, a novel approach is proposed that brings three main contributions with regard to the methods used for telescopic units: first, no multi-cycle timing analysis is required to ensure the correctness of the circuit; second, the method can be applied to large circuits; third, the circuit can be optimized for the most frequent input patterns. The approach is based on finding approximations of critical nodes in the netlist that substitute the exact behavior. Two cycles are required when the approximations are not correct. These approximations can be obtained by the simulation of traces applied to the circuit.

Experimental results on selected examples show a tangible speed-up (15%) with a small area overhead (3%).

I. INTRODUCTION

The performance optimization of combinational circuits is usually accomplished by reducing the delay of the critical paths after an accurate timing analysis. This reduction is achieved by applying different transformations on the circuit, such as logic restructuring or gate sizing, that usually result in area and power overheads.

There is an interesting property that can be exploited in many designs: the *critical paths are infrequently activated*. Instead of defining the cycle time by the worst-case delay, a shorter cycle time that covers a significant amount of input stimuli can be chosen. The worst-case operations may not be accommodated in this clock period and, therefore, more cycles may be required to complete them. These **variable-latency** circuits are commonly used in long data-paths, such as arithmetic circuits [1], to improve the performance.

**Telescopic units** [2]–[4] is a paradigm to automatically build variable-latency circuits. An *error detection function*, referred as hold function in [3], is computed to inform the environment at which cycle the correct result is available at the outputs. This function externally controls the clock period by holding the values on the registers [5] or by adapting the clock frequency [6]. The variable-latency circuit can be also used in an elastic design [7].

A combinational block is constructed to compute the error detection function that identifies those input patterns that require more than one cycle to complete the execution. The function is not always exact. A high computational cost is usually required to synthesize the exact function that covers all these input patterns. The complexity is equivalent to solving the *false path* problem, which is NP-complete [8]. The calculation of the error detection function requires an individual analysis of each input pattern. The proposed methods usually resort to symbolic methods (e.g. BDDs) that simultaneously analyze all input patterns. However, these strategies are often limited to small or medium-size circuits.

Finally, the synthesis of telescopic units in conventional design flows requires the definition of multi-cycle constraints that complicates the design and validation flows. Moreover, they are not easy to represent, since they are exercised by a complex set of input patterns.

This paper proposes an alternative and practical method to synthesize variable-latency units. The critical paths are substituted by non-critical signals that approximate their functionality. The error detection function checks the correctness of each approximation with regard the substituted signal. If the error detection function is not activated, the cycle time is reduced due to the utilization of faster signals in the original critical paths. If the error detection function is activated, the exact value of the substituted signal is supplied in the next cycle to amend the error.

A similar technique has been previously applied to some arithmetic circuits [9]–[11]. An adder is a circuit with a long critical path (the carry signal) that can be easily approximated with near-zero effect on the correctness of the result. In this paper, we generalize the technique for the automatic synthesis of any circuit.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview on telescopic units and presents the main contributions of this paper. Section III introduces the basic terminology that will be used in the paper. The details of the variable-latency scheme are explained in Section IV, the technique is discussed in Section V and the algorithm to optimize the cycle time is presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII explains how a variable-latency circuit is built and Section VIII reports the experimental results.

II. OVERVIEW AND CONTRIBUTIONS

This section introduces the basics of the scheme for the design of variable-latency units and the main differences with the existing approaches for telescopic units.

Figure 1(a) shows an example of the computation of the error detection function ($F_{err}$) for a telescopic unit. The example implements a 6-bit ripple carry adder in which each box represents a full adder. Assuming that the delay of each full adder is 1 unit, the critical path is 6 units. There are theoretical studies [11] that demonstrate delays larger than 4 units are rarely activated. A possible error detection function for this cycle time is $F_{err} = (A_4 \oplus B_4)(A_3 \oplus B_3)$, which describes the condition when the carry $c_2$ is 1 and the $3^{rd}$ and $4^{th}$ full adders propagate a carry. If the error detection function is activated, the sum operation requires two cycles. Note that this speculation function is not exact since it does not consider the carry propagation at the least-significant bits of the addition. Assuming a uniform distribution of the inputs, the probability of $F_{err}$ is 0.25, while the probability of an exact error function would be 0.1875.

The scheme proposed in this paper is based on the speculation of some values that approximate signals in the critical paths. Two examples of the computation of the error detection function by speculation are presented in Fig. 1(b)-(c). Assume that the carry $c_2$ is selected as a speculation point. The objective is to find a simple function that approximates the behavior of the carry signal $c_2$ with high probability. Figure 1(b) shows the selection of the constant zero. In terms of area and delay, it is a good function because there is no overhead, but the carry $c_2$ is 1 with probability 0.375. Figure 1(c) shows another approximation. The selected function is $A_2 \cdot B_2$ which decreases the probability of error down to 0.125. The error detection function will detect the errors by comparing the approximation with the exact function.
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is activated with a probability in one or two cycles, but no combinational path is longer than one error detection function is activated. The new design may operate carry adder (a) by using \[3\] and (b),(c) by function approximation.

Fig. 1. The example of computing the error detection function for a ripple adder (a) by using \[3\] and (b),(c) by function approximation.

The contributions of the presented approach are next summarized:

- The speculation techniques for arithmetic circuits [10], [11] are generalized and a method for automatic synthesis is proposed.
- The approach presented in this paper does not require multi-cycle timing analysis. The original circuit is transformed into a sequential circuit with two cycles. In telescopic units, it is difficult to use conventional EDA flows because very intricate multi-cycle constraints must be applied.
- The approach based on speculation is specially suitable for large circuits. The choice of speculation points based on simulation makes the approach scalable. The use of real traces may lead to an optimization oriented to the most frequent input patterns.
- There is a negligible overhead in area on the variable-latency designs because the approximation functions are extracted from the internal logic. On average, a performance gain of 15.1% and an area overhead of 3.4% is reported in the experimental results.

III. BACKGROUND

This section introduces some definitions required for the paper. Each gate \(g\) in a netlist has an arrival time (AT\((g)\)) based on the worst-case delay needed to obtain the correct value. The required time (RT\((g)\)) is defined as the time when the correct value is expected at the output of the gate. A gate is critical if its slack (SL\((g)\)), computed as RT\((g)\)−AT\((g)\), is negative. A critical path is a path from primary inputs to primary outputs where all the gates are critical. The maximum arrival time for a netlist is computed as the greatest arrival time of the outputs. Assuming that a sequential circuit has many combinational blocks between the registers, the cycle time is defined as the maximum arrival time of all the combinational blocks.

The performance of the circuit is analyzed with the effective cycle time (or effective delay). Assuming that the error detection signal \(F_{err}\) is activated with a probability \(P_{err}\) and the cycle time of the variable-latency design is \(C_v\), the effective delay is computed as follows:

\[
D_{eff} = C_v(1 + P_{err})
\]

In the presented method, the set of gates selected to be approximated are called speculation points. On each point, the function of the gate and the chosen approximation are referred as exact and approximation, respectively. The candidates for the approximation of a speculation point are defined as potential candidates.

In this approach, the candidates to substitute a speculation point are the constants 0 and 1, and gates selected from the same netlist. Note that, new functions not included in the design [12] can be also used. However, we observed that the area considerably increases without an important improvement on delay.

Given two functions \(F(X)\) and \(G(X)\) where \(X = (x_1, ..., x_n)\) and a set of \(k\) input assignments \(\{X_1, ..., X_k\}\), the equivalence probability between \(F\) and \(G\) is defined as

\[
P_{eq}(F,G)_{\{X_1, ..., X_k\}} = \sum_{\forall X_i \in \{X_1, ..., X_k\}} p(X_i) \cdot (F(X_i) = G(X_i))
\]

where \(p(X_i)\) is the probability of appearance of the input assignment \(X_i\) and the second term is one when both functions have equal value and zero, otherwise.

The equivalence probability models the similarity between two functions. This probability can be estimated in many ways. In this paper, simulation with randomly generated traces has been chosen. This strategy makes the method scalable for large circuits. In the particular case that all input patterns are generated and they are equiprobable, the exact equivalence probability can be calculated as follows:

\[
P_{eq}(F,G)_{\beta} = \frac{1}{2^n} \sum_{\forall X_i \in \{X_1, ..., X_k\}} (F(X_i) = G(X_i))
\]

However, most circuits may have input don’t care conditions determined by the environment or the sequential behavior of the circuit and the input vectors may not be equiprobable either. In this case, the use of real traces may result in an estimation of the equivalence probability based on the real behavior of the circuit.

The global equivalence probability \(P_{eq}\) computes the ratio of correctness on the set of speculation points. This probability can be naturally extended from the previous definition of equivalence probability assuming that the functions \(F\) and \(G\) are multi-output functions and each output corresponds to a speculation point. This probability is also used to check the equivalence between a netlist and its respective variable-latency circuit assuming that each output corresponds to a primary output. Note that the probability of the error detection function is the complement of the global equivalence probability \(P_{err} = 1 − P_{eq}\).

IV. VARIABLE-LATENCY DESIGN

In this section, we discuss the structure of the variable-latency units. As an example let us consider how to transform a piece of a combinational logic into a variable-latency design with one speculation point.

Figure 2(a) shows an example of a combinational netlist. Every node in the graph corresponds to a combinational gate. Assume that we want to construct a variable-latency design. Let select gate \(k\), that belongs to the critical paths, as a speculation point, and gate \(d\) as its approximation. Figure 2(b) depicts the resulting netlist. The new design has five new components:

- a primary output \(F_{err}\) that indicates whether there is an error in the approximation;
- a multiplexer that controls the output of the speculated function and selects between the exact function (gate \(k\)) and its approximation (gate \(d\));
• an error detection controller that checks if the exact and the approximation function produce the same value;
• a flip-flop that stores the value of the error detection signal $F_{err}$ for the next cycle for the controlling signal of the multiplexor;
• a flip-flop that stores the output of the exact function $F_{exact}$.
Note that the original combinational circuit is transformed to a sequential circuit with two cycles. Most of the time only one cycle pass is exercised (from gate $d$ via the multiplexer to the primary outputs). In rare cases a two cycle sequential path is exercised. Unlike the telescopic units approach, the resulting circuit has no multi-cycle combinational paths and hence does not require multi-cycle analysis.

For some input patterns the approximate function $F_{approx}$ may produce some erroneous values. These errors can be detected by comparing the result of the approximate function $F_{approx}$ with the exact one $F_{exact}$. The comparison is performed by the error detection controller which checks whether the output of both functions is identical. In case of an error, the error detection signal $F_{err}$ is emitted and, at the beginning of the second cycle, this signal forces the multiplexor to select the exact output $F_{exact}$ with a correct value. In presence of an error the correct output value is produced at the end of the second cycle.

In the example of Fig. 2(b), the effective delay minimization is obtained using only one speculation point that cuts all the critical paths. In general, a set of speculation cut points may be needed to cut all critical paths. Therefore, a variable-latency design is constructed searching for a set of speculation points that cut all the critical paths. The details on how to find the best set and the best approximation for each point are explained in the following section.

Figure 3 shows the error detection controller for a variable-latency circuit with $n$ speculation points. The controller checks whether an error is triggered at any of the speculation points. An error activates the error detection signal that selects the exact value in all the multiplexors.

### V. Speculation Points

This section describes the method to find the set of speculation points. Given a targeted cycle time $C_t$ for the variable-latency unit, the presented method consists of:

- Identifying the critical nodes of the netlist using conventional static timing analysis.
- Finding a list of fast approximation functions for each critical node. These functions, called approximation candidates, can be either constants or other nodes from the same netlist.

- Finding a set of critical nodes, called speculation points that cut all critical paths and their substitution by the approximations meets the target cycle time $C_t$.

Since the goal of the algorithm is to minimize the effective delay, the approximation functions should be similar to the functions of the speculation points to increase the probability of producing a valid output in one cycle.

#### A. Approximation candidates

This section describes how the approximation candidates are selected.

The similarity relationship between gates is computed using the equivalence probability. Given two gates $f$ and $g$ with their respective Boolean functions $F$ and $G$, the similarity between these gates is defined as

$$\text{Sim}(f,g) = \max(P_{eq}(F,G), 1 - P_{eq}(F,G))$$

where $\text{Sim}$ is a number in the interval [0,5,1]. The fact that $\text{Sim}(f,g) \approx 1$ indicates that $f$ and $g$ are similar, either with positive or negative polarity. If $\text{Sim}(f,g) = P_{eq}(F,G)$, then $G$ is a better approximation, otherwise $\overline{G}$ is better.

A large set of candidates is generated for each gate. Only the gates not too close to critical primary inputs or outputs are explored. As we describe in the next section, replacing the gates close to inputs or outputs would not improve the delay.

A Pareto curve, commonly used in multi-criteria optimization, is used to only store the best candidates. Given the approximation candidate $g$ for the gate $f$ identified with the pair $C_{(f,g)} = (\text{Sim}(f,g), AT(g))$, the candidate is Pareto optimal if and only if there is no candidate $C_{(f,h)}$ such that $\text{Sim}(f,h) \geq \text{Sim}(f,g)$ and $\text{AT}(h) \leq \text{AT}(g)$, with at least one strict inequality. I.e., we identify candidates with the smallest arrival time and the highest similarity.

Figure 4 shows a gate window in the middle of a circuit that we use as an example for illustrating a candidate selection for gate $i$. Out of all gates in this window, {a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h}, only 5 are stored as Pareto points. Given gate $f$ with a set of approximation candidates \{g1,..,gn\}, a potential candidate for the targeted cycle time $C_t$ is a gate $g_i \in \{g1,..,gn\}$ such that

$$SL(f) > AT(g_i) - AT(f) + \delta(MUX)$$

where $SL(f)$ is the slack of gate $f$ with regard to the targeted cycle time $C_t$ and $\delta(MUX)$ is the extra delay introduced by the multiplexor.

#### B. Cut of speculation points

This section describes how the cut of speculation points is selected. A netlist is a directed acyclic graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ represents
C. Error-aware selection of the approximation for a speculation point

This section defines how the best approximation for a speculation point is selected from the set of potential candidates. Instead of maximizing the individual probability at each speculation point, our selection of the best potential candidate during the refinement step is based on maximizing the global equivalence probability of the cut.

The reason of this selection is that the gates of the cut are not independent. They belong to the same netlist and there are "unknown" correlations among them. Therefore, we minimize the global error and not the local error produced at each point. This selection contributes to increment the sharing of errors among the speculation points.
Algorithm 2 Optimize efficient cycle time

Input: The netlist $N$, the cycle time $Cycle_{min}$, the cycle time $Cycle_{max}$
Output: Cut of speculation points $Best_{Cut}$

1: Required cycle time: $Cycle_{obj} \leftarrow (Cycle_{min} + Cycle_{max})/2$
2: if $Cycle_{obj}$ not yet explored then
3: Cut of spec. points: $Cut \leftarrow$ call Speculation point exploration($N$, $Cycle_{obj}$)
4: Performance gain: $Cycle_{eff} \leftarrow$ Efficient delay of $Cut$
5: if Efficient delay improved then
6: $Best_{Cut} \leftarrow Cut$
7: else
8: call Optimize efficient cycle time($N$, $Cycle_{min}$, $Cycle_{obj}$, $Best_{Cut}$)
9: call Optimize efficient cycle time($N$, $Cycle_{obj}$, $Cycle_{max}$, $Best_{Cut}$)
10: end if
11: end if

VI. CYCLE TIME OPTIMIZATION

The construction of a variable-latency design depends on the objective cycle time. However, the required cycle time may not be specified. Algorithm 2 shows the optimization procedure.

The algorithm explores several cycle times and selects the one with a cut that produces the best effective delay. A binary search is used to explore the minimum number of cycle times. This type of exploration can be performed, because, we observed there is a trade-off between the reduction of the cycle time and the increment of the probability $P_{err}$ of the error detection function. Therefore, there is a cycle time where there is no more performance gain because the increment of $P_{err}$ does not compensate the decrement in the cycle time.

Let $C_f$ be the cycle time of the original fix latency circuit. The algorithm starts assigning $cycle_{max}$ and $cycle_{min}$ to the cycle time $C_f$ and $C_f/2$, respectively. Only the interval $[C_f/2, C_f]$ is explored. The original netlist is transformed to a sequential circuit with two cycles. Therefore, the maximum improvement would be $C_f/2$. On each step of the binary search, the required cycle time $Cycle_{obj}$ is initially computed (Line 1). The speculation point exploration procedure, defined on Algorithm 1, is applied (Line 3) to obtain the cut of speculation points for $Cycle_{obj}$. The next step of the binary search depends whether there is a performance gain with regard the previous cut. If there is improvement the interval $[Cycle_{min}, Cycle_{obj}]$ is explored (Line 7), otherwise $[Cycle_{obj}, Cycle_{max}]$ is processed (Line 9).

VII. CONSTRUCTION OF THE VARIABLE-LATENCY NETLIST

One of the contributions of the proposed approach is the negligible overhead in area. This is achieved by using the gates of the netlist as approximation functions and reducing the number of duplicated gates. This section describes how the construction technique detects the minimal number of gates that must be duplicated to build a functional variable-latency netlist.

The problem has been modeled with choices nodes similar to the technology mapping approach proposed in [13]. A choice node is an element which collects different options that can be selected on a wire. Figure 6 shows an example. Assume a variable-latency design with two speculation points. Notice that the error detection controller has not been depicted. The choice nodes represented with a cross are inserted on each speculation point. One option is the logic needed for the variable-latency netlist described in Section IV. The second one is the case when the exact function is needed. The figure shows there is a primary output that needs a speculation point to reach the cycle time. There is also another critical path in the netlist that needs the exact gate $F_1$ on its approximation function. Here, the primary output and the other critical path need the first and the second option of the choice node respectively. In this case, our approach only duplicates the gate $G$ and connects the option selected in the choice node to the proper duplicated gate.

The choices nodes are explored in two steps. The objective is to identify the gates that need duplication. A gate is duplicated if there is a gate in the transitive fanout that requires the exact output of the function of the gate and there is a speculation point in the transitive fain. First, the netlist is traversed backward from primary outputs to primary inputs in DFS order to mark the gates which their exact function is needed. Then, the netlist is processed in reverse order to mark the gates that have speculation points in the transitive fain. The variable-latency netlist is built based on the decisions performed on each choice node and whether the condition of duplication is fulfilled. The fans in each gate in the netlist are connected to the proper duplicated gate based on these decisions.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our method of synthesis of variable-latency units has been implemented as an extension to SIS [14].

In this section, we describe the experimental results obtained by our tool on the largest examples from the ISCAS99 and MCNC89 benchmarks. The results are summarized in Table I: the left part of the table presents results after the technology-independent synthesis, while the right side - results after the technology mapping. Columns labelled with Fix and Var report synthesis results for the original fixed latency examples and for the variable-latency netlists obtained by our tool, correspondingly.

The technology-independent synthesis for the original netlists was done by applying the algebraic script followed up by the speed_up [15] script for delay optimization.

The synthesis for the variable-latency proceeded as follows. As a preprocessing step, the algebraic script has been applied to the original netlist. Then the netlist has been decomposed into 2-input gates to enable measuring the delay under the unit delay model. Then our method of variable-latency synthesis was applied, followed by the speed-up.

As no realistic testbenches are available for these examples our algorithm computed variable-latency units under assumption of random testbenches with equally distributed inputs.

For technology mapping we used the tree-mapping algorithm map-AGF with the gate library lib2.genlib.

The delay optimization approach has been applied to 30 largest examples from ISCAS and MCNC. Our algorithm has found variable-latency designs that improve the delay cost function for 13 netlists. For other examples no improvement has been found. Our current algorithm computes approximation functions using only existing internal gates of the netlist. We suspect that removing this limitation will allow to find variable-latency designs for other examples as well (planned as future work). The examples with no improvement are not shown in the result table.

As Table I shows, the variable-latency units obtained by our approach improves the technology-independent delay measured by the number of two input gate levels by 24% at the cost of 3% in the number of nodes and a few extra flip-flops (FF) required for cutting
the speculation points and for the error detection controller. After technology mapping the circuit delay is improved by 20% at the cost of 3.4% area increase. The effective delay ($D_{eff}$) is improved by 16%. It takes into account that in cases of misspeculation the circuit needs to spend an extra cycle to compute the result.

$P_{err}$ reports the error detection function probability (i.e. the probability of misspeculation). The optimization algorithm is able to find designs with a low probability of errors. However, the probability varies from one example to the other. E.g. for $s38584$ the probability of the error is 0.07%, while for $b15$ it is almost 13%. In both cases our method can find the circuits with a significant improvement of the average delay (see $D_{eff}$). Moreover, for some large netlists, e.g. $b14$, $b14_1$, the algorithm finds the variable-latency design with just a few speculation points. Also, the area can slightly decrease for some netlists (apex5, $s38584$). The runtime of the tool shows that our technique can manage 10K gates netlists within a few minutes. The runtime is also broken down into the time spent in simulation and the selection of candidates, and the time to search the best cut of speculation points.

Our method is targeting large netlists with reasonably long critical paths which can be cut by inserting the speculation points. When applied to small circuits of the MCNC benchmarks that have been used for the experiments with the telescopic units in [3], [4], we did not observe a lot of improvement as compared to the original small netlists. These circuits, such as $cc$, have 5-8 levels of logic. The algorithm did not find good approximation of the cut point nodes since there are too few candidates to choose from and even if there are good candidates the benefit of approximation is not significant since the delay at cut point is already close to minimal. On the other hand, the telescopic units methods of [3], [4] cannot handle large circuits, since the approach explodes due to the large number of inputs patterns that should be considered for the error detection function.

Method from [4] reports that the telescopic units for small circuits obtains a performance gain of 25% at the cost of large area overhead ($\sim 20\%$). In contrast, we obtained 16% delay improvement at the cost of 3.4% area increase for large circuits (after technology mapping).

### IX. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a new technique to construct a variable-latency design has been proposed. We use a generalization of the techniques proposed in [10], [11] where approximation functions are used to emulate the behavior of the circuit.

As future work, we will study the exploration of new function as approximation function not included in the original netlist. New functions will increase the ratio of success to create a variable-latency design. However, the area will be negatively affected. Moreover, we will also analyze the impact on the performance of this optimization on an entire system and the utilization of variable-latency design on asynchronous circuits.
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